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1. In common with most serials and journals publishers, Liverpool University Press asks you to assign to it the copyright of articles, book
reviews and other contributions accepted for publication in its journals. We do this for these reasons:
(i) control of copyright by the publisher helps to ensure maximum international protection against infringement of copyright, libel or
plagiarism;
(ii) it enables us to deal more efficiently than would otherwise be the case with requests to reproduce or reprint a journal contribution, or
part of it, and to operate in accordance with a policy which is sensitive to relevant changes in international copyright law, to differences in
copyright law in many countries, and to the desirability of encouraging the dissemination of knowledge.
2. Two moral rights were conferred on authors by the UK Copyright Act in 1988. In the UK an Author's ‘right of paternity’, the right to
be properly credited whenever the work is published (or performed or broadcast), requires that this right is asserted in writing.
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may use your material after obtaining our permission, which will in usual circumstances be freely given. Liverpool University Press
espouses the charitable purposes of its parent body and exists to encourage and disseminate scholarship. Permission to use the contents of
your work elsewhere will not, therefore, normally be withheld provided that Modern Believing is acknowledged as the original source
with a full bibliographical reference. When we grant permission to a third party to reproduce your contribution (or any part of it) in
another print or electronic publication, we shall share equally with the author(s) any fees received for permission to reproduce work when
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consultation.
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